( i ,  j )-pgrw-locally closed set.
Proof:

1)
A is a ⇒A is ( i , j )-pgrw-locally closed.
2)
A is a  j -pgrw-closed subset of a bitopological space (X, 1 , 2 ).
⇒A = XA where X is  i -pgrw-open and A
is  j -pgrw-closed.
⇒A is a ( i ,  j )-pgrw-locally closed set.
The converses are not true.
Example:
In example 3.3 {d} = {a,b,d}{d} is a ( 1 ,  2 )-pgrw-locally-closed set, but not  1 -pgrw-open. The set {a} = {a,b}{a,c,d} is ( 1 ,
 2 )-pgrw-locally-closed set, but not  2 -pgrw-closed.
Corollary:
1) Every  i -open subset of (X, 1 , 2 ) is a ( i ,  j )-pgrw-locally closed set.
2) Every  j -closed subset of (X, 1 , 2 ) is a ( i ,  j )-pgrw-locally closed set.
Proof :
1)
A is a  i -open subset of (X, 1 , 2 ).
 A is a ( i , j )-pgrw-locally closed set.
2)
A is a  j -closed subset of (X, 1 , 2 ).
 A is  j -pgrw-closed.
Theorem:
Proof: A is a ( i ,  j )-locally closed set in X.
 A = GF where G is  i -open and F is  jclosed.
Converse is not true.
Example:
In example 3.3 {d} is ( 1 ,  2 )-pgrwlc, but not ( 1 ,  2 )-lc.
Definition :
A subset A of a bitopological 
Corollary: Every
3.18 Theorem: Every  j -pgrw-closed subset of X is a ( i , j )-pgrw-lc** set.
Proof:
A is a  j -pgrw-closed subset of a bitopological space X.
A=XA where X is  i -open and A is  j -pgrwclosed.
 A is ( i , j )-pgrw-lc**.
Corollary:
Every  j -closed subset of X is a ( i ,  j )-pgrw-lc** set.
Proof:A is  j -closed.
A is  j -pgrw-closed.A is ( i , j )-pgrw-lc**.
Theorem:
The converse is not true.
Example
: Inexample 3.3 {a,c,d} is a ( 1 ,  2 )- pgrw-lc set , but not ( 1 ,  2 )-pgrw-lc*.
3.22Theorem:Every(
 A=SF where S is
Example:
In 3.3 the set {a, d} is a ( 1 ,  2 )-pgrw-lc set ,but not ( 1 ,  2 )-pgrw-lc**.
3.24
Remark: ( i ,  j )-pgrw-lc*(X) and ( i ,  j )-pgrw-lc**(X) are independent of each other.
Example :
Consider example 3.3.{a,c,d} is
Theorem :
4.12Theorem:
pairwise-pgrw-lc**-irresolute, then it is pairwisepgrw-lc**-continuous.
Proof:
Proof is similar to 4.11.
Corollary:
pairwise-pgrw-lc*-irresolute, then it is pairwise pgrw-lc-continuous.
(
pairwise-pgrw-lc**-irresolute, then it is pairwise-pgrw-lc-continuous.
Proof:
 f is pairwise-pgrw-lc*-continuous.
pairwise pgrw-lc-continuous.
(ii) Proof is similar to (i). 
 gof is pairwise pgrw-lc-continuous. 
Theorem
gof: (X, 1 , 2 ) (Z, 1 , 2 ) is pairwise pgrw-lc*-continuous. Proof:f:XY is pairwise pgrw-lc**-irresolute and g:YZ is pairwise pgrw-lc**-continuous.
gof: (X, 1 , 2 ) (Z, 1 , 2 ) is pairwise pgrwlc**-continuous. 
 V(  i ,  j )-pgrw-LC(Z) g -1 (V)(  i ,  j )- pgrw-LC(Y) and f -1 ( g -1 (V)) )(  i ,  j )-pgrw- LC(X).  V(  i ,  j )-pgrw-LC(Z) (gof) -1 (V) (  i ,  j )-
pgrw-LC(X).
 gof is pairwise pgrw-lc-irresolute.  gof is pairwise pgrw-lc*-irresolute.  gof is pairwise pgrw-lc**-irresolute.
Theorem
